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The problem of standing out a signal from an additive mixture of a harmonic signal and white Gaussian noise is 

considered. The analysis is based on the phenomenon of stochastic resonance (SR), which consists in amplifying a 
periodic signal under the influence of noise of a certain power. SR is a universal physical phenomenon that is typical 
of some nonlinear systems, and is came out not only in technical, but also in biological and social systems. When 
calculating the spectral characteristics of the output signal, Volterra series were used. The problem is solved using 
the transfer functions of Volterra without the initial definition of kernels. Volterra transfer functions are obtained by 
the harmonic input signal method. The influence of the input signal parameters, in particular the amplitude and fre-
quency of the harmonic signal and the noise power, on the spectral power density of the output signal is studied. 
Optimal parameters values are determined. Criteria are formulated for using a stochastic filter to standing out a har-
monic signal on the background white Gaussian noise. 

PACS: 05.45 
 

INTRODUCTION 
Nonlinear are systems in which processes do not sat-

isfy to the superposition principle, unlike linear systems. 
All real physical systems are nonlinear, them it is possi-
ble to consider linear only approximately at small inten-
sity of input signal. Mathematical models of nonlinear 
systems are the nonlinear equations. The analytical de-
scription of processes in nonlinear systems is compli-
cated because there are no general methods of a solution 
of the nonlinear equations [1, 2]. 

The analysis on the basis of Volterra series is the 
most suitable method for modeling of schemes with 
weak nonlinearity [3]. 

Volterra series have been described as “power series 
with memory” which express the output of a nonlinear 
system in “power” of the input ( )x t  [4]. The output 
signal of a nonlinear system is: 
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where ( )y t  is the output, ( )x t  is the input and 

( )1,...,n ng u u  is the kernels, which describe the sys-

tem. It will be noted that the first-order kernel 1 1( )g u  
is simply the familiar pulse responce of a linear circuit. 
The higher order kernels can thus be viewed as higher 
order pulse responses which serve to characterize the 
various orders of nonlinearity. 

The coefficient 1 !n  was introduced by E. Bed-
rosian and O. Rice [4] to simplify many of equation. 
Any functional nonlinear system with no feedback con-
sisting of inertial linear system and inertial nonlinearity 
can be described by Volterra series [5].  

The analysis of a nonlinear component of a system is 
based on n -fold Fourier transform according to which 
n -fold transfer functions can be writing as [4]  
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where 0G  is identically equal zero in accordance with 
the system causality principle. Thus Volterra series 
starts with 1=n  and ( )11 fG  is transfer function of lin-
ear circuit. Spectrum conversion in linear systems real-
izes according to the superposition principle, excluding 
in a output signal harmonics which are absent in an in-
put signal. In case of nonlinear systems the ratio be-
tween input and output frequencies is much more diffi-
cult [1, 2]. 

The complete formulas Volterra series are infinite 
series in which the laboriousness of computing the n -th 
term increases rapidly as n  increases. Fortunately, in 
the study of communication and radioengineering sys-
tems it is often possible to neglect terms in Volterra 
series of order higher then second or third [4].  

In many cases transfer functions ( ),...,1G f fn n  can 
be defined, without preliminary calculating a kernel 

( )1,...,n ng u u . Usually Volterra transfer functions are 
defined more simply, than multidimensional pulse re-
sponses. 

Volterra transfer functions are determined by har-
monic input method and received in [6]. 

1. CHARACTERIZATION OF STOCHASTIC 
RESONANCE 

The problem of noise immunity is one of the central 
problems of radioengineering. Now there are designed 
many different methods of the radioengineering systems 
noise immunity increasing. The theory of potential noise 
immunity and optimum signal receiving is almost com-
plete and became classical [2, 7, 8], but all this methods 
are based, generally, on the principles of the linear sig-
nals analysis. However physicists came to paradoxical 
results in the eighties of the last century. Their researches 
in the theoretical and experimental physics showed that in 
some nonlinear devices additive noise can lead to in-
crease the signal to noise ratio at the output [8]. This ef-
fect is called the stochastic resonance (SR). 

SR is the universal physical phenomenon, which has 
been observed, quantified, and described in a plethora of 
physical and biological systems, including neurons and 
even social systems. 
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Equation that illustrates a SR (other name is the non-
linear stochastic filter [9]) given by [10] 

3 ( )dy ay by x t
dt

= − + ,  (3) 

where a  и b  are constants; ( ) ( ) ( )x t s t n t= +  is 
input signal; ( )s t  is periodic signal; ( )n t  is Gaussian 
white noise [10, 11]. The solution of the nonlinear equa-
tion of SR can be received on the basis of Volterra 
transfer functions without calculation of kernels 

( )1,...,n ng u u . 

2. NONLINEAR STOCHASTIC FILTER 
DRIVING BY HARMONIC  

AND GAUSSIAN INPUT 
The main components of output power of the non-

linear stochastic filter, driving by harmonic and Gaussi-
an input, are obtained in [12]. 

Let's consider the calculated components of an out-
put signal in more detail: 

1. The square of amplitude of a sinusoidal signal is 
given by. 
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where IW  is two sided power spectrum density of the 

input white Gaussian noise; a  и b  are set in system 
parameters; A  is amplitude of the input sinusoidal  
signal; 0ω  is frequency of the input sinusoidal  signal. 

The square of amplitude of a sinusoidal signal as a 
function of IW  and 0ω  when 1A =  shown in Fig. 1.  

 
Fig. 1. The square of amplitude of a sinusoidal  
signal as a function of  IW  and 0ω  for 1A =  

Results from Fig. 2 show that amplitude of a useful 
signal increases with increasing of input noise power, 
because of noise stands in the numerator of a formula 
(4) and helps to standing out a useful signal. It explains 
SR effect. Besides, amplitude of a useful signal sharply 
decreases with increasing of frequency of a harmonic 
signal that confirms one of SR properties, namely its 
low-frequency feature [10]. 

It is also obvious that amplitude of a useful output 
signal grows with growth of input signal amplitude that 
illustrates Fig. 2 (since input signal amplitude in (4) is 
in numerator). 

 
Fig. 2. The square of amplitude of a sinusoidal signal as 
a function of IW  (red line for 1A = , blue line for 0.9A = ) 

2. Let's consider a component of a output signal at a 
frequency of the third harmonic. It is defined as 

6
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This harmonic demonstrates non-linear distortions of 
a signal. Amplitude of a harmonic signal must be less 
than unit for reduction of this component (since ampli-
tude is included into numerator in the sixth degree). It 
also corresponds to one of SR properties, namely, the 
SR effect takes place at a weak input signal [10]. 

We can calculate this component as a function of A  
for various values 0ω  (Fig. 3).  

 
Fig. 3. The square of amplitude of a third harmonic as a 
function of A (red line for 0 0.7ω = , blue line for 0 1ω = ) 

Results of Fig. 3 show that component of an output 
signal at a frequency of the third harmonic it is much 
less than amplitude of a harmonic signal, especially at 

1A ≤ . It is because amplitude of a harmonic signal is 
in numerator in the sixth degree. 

3. Let's consider the following component of a out-
put power spectrum. 
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Fig. 3 shows this component. 

 
Fig. 4. The component 3a  as a function of  IW   

and ω  for 1A =  
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Results from Fig. 4 show that the component 3a  
increases with increasing of input noise power. Besides, 
this component drastically decreases with increasing of 
frequency. 

Frequency of an input harmonic signal slightly in-
fluences this component that illustrates Fig. 5. If 4ω > , 

3a  goes to zero. 
4. The following component of the output power 

spectrum is defined as: 
4 2
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It is obvious that this component increases with in-
creasing of amplitude of an input harmonic signal and 
input noise power. Fig. 6 illustrates component 4a . 

 
Fig. 5. The component 3a  as a function of ω  (red line 

for 0 0.5ω = , blue line for 0 1ω = , green line for 

0 2ω = ; where 1;A =  IW ) 

 
Fig. 6. The component 4a  as a function of  IW  

 and ω  for 1A =  
Results from Fig. 6 show that the component 4a  is 

significant only at low frequencies. Fig. 7 confirms this 
conclusion. The component 4a  becomes very small 
when 4ω > . 

 
Fig. 7. The component 4a  as a function of ω  (blue 

line for 2W = , red line for 1W = ; where 1A = ; 

0 1ω = ) 

The maximum 4a  does not depend on amplitude of 
the input sinusoidal signal and on input noise power 
spectrum and takes place at 0ω ω= . New extrema ap-

pear with increasing 0ω : 2 2
0 0 aω ω ω= + − . Fig. 8 

shows this results.  

 
Fig. 8. The component 4a  as a function of ω  (blue 
line for 2W = , red line for 1W = ; where 1A = ; 

0 2ω = ) 
The component 4a  as a function of ω  for various 

values 0ω  shown on Fig. 9. 

 
Fig. 9. The component 4a  as a function of ω  (blue 

line for 0 1ω = , red line for 0 0.7ω = ; where 1W = ; 
1A = ) 

5. The following component of the output power 
spectrum is defined as: 

4 2
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As it is seen this formula is similar to a component 
4a  expression. Fig. 10 shows that component 5a  

drastically decreases with increasing of the input noise 
power and becomes very small when 4ω > . Compo-
nent 5a  increases with increasing of the A  and IW  
since they are in the formula numerator. A is in numera-
tor in the fourth degree therefore for reduction of this 
component, it is necessary that A was less than 1. 

 
Fig. 10. The component 5a  as a function of IW   

and ω  for 1A =  
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6. The following component of the output power 
spectrum is defined as: 

2 2
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As seen in Fig. 10, the component 6a  is significant 
only at low frequencies. Fig. 11 confirms this conclu-
sion. The component 6a  becomes very small at 4ω > .  

 
Fig. 11. The component 6a  as a function of  IW   

and ω  for 1A =  

 
Fig. 12. The component 6a  as a function of ω  (blue 

line for 2W = , red line for  1W = ; for 1A = ) 

Maximum 6a  is possible to define, having solved 
the equation 
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using Cardano formula. 
This component is symmetric relatively ω  and 0ω , 

therefore the component 6a  as a function of 0ω  will 
be same as Fig. 11. 

7. The following component of the output power 
spectrum is defined as: 
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Fig. 13 shows this component. 

 
Fig. 13. The component 7a  as a function of  IW  

and ω  for 1A =  
Component 7a  increases with increasing of the in-

put noise power and decreases with increasing of the 

frequency, since this frequency is in a denominator with 
different degrees. 

The component 7a  as a function of ω  for various 
values IW  shown on Fig. 14. 

 
Fig. 14. The component 7a  as a function of ω  (blue 

line for 2W = , red line for 1W = ; for 1A = ) 
It is well seen that the component 7a  is almost 

equal to zero when 4ω > . 
This component is symmetric relatively ω  and 0ω , 

therefore the component 7a  as a function of 0ω  will be 
same as Fig. 14. 

8. The following component can be writing as: 
2 3

2 2 2 2 2
9
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. 

This formula does not contain amplitude and the 
frequency of a input harmonic signal, therefore, this 
component does not depend on an input harmonic sig-
nal. 

This component drastically increases with increasing 
of the input noise power and drastically decreases with 
increasing of the frequency. Fig. 15 shows this results. 

 
Fig. 15. The component 8a  as a function of  IW  and ω 

Fig. 16 shows that the component 8a  is much more 
other components and makes a big contribution to an 
output signal. But at the same time the component 8a  
becomes very small when 4ω > . 

 
Fig. 16. The component 8a  as a function of ω  (blue 

line for 2W = , red line for 1W = ) 
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These components having summarized, we will re-
ceive the power spectral density at the output of the sto-
chastic filter (Fig. 17). 

 
Fig. 17. The output power spectrum, as a function  

of ω  where 1A = ; 1W = ; 0 1ω =  
The dependence of power spectral density has the 

appearance characteristic of nonlinear systems [13]. It 
drastically decreases with increasing of the frequency, 
as seen in Fig. 17. The output power spectral density is 
almost equal to 0 when 4ω > . There are δ-function at 
frequency of the input sinusoidal signal. 

Unlike linear systems, the frequency composition of 
the power spectrum at the output of which remains un-
changed, the power spectrum of the process at the non-
linear element output has a more complex structure 
[13]. At the output of the nonlinear system, new spectral 
components are formed due to the beating of the com-
ponents of the input process. Moreover, their type and 
intensity are determined by the type of nonlinear trans-
formation and the statistical characteristics of the pro-
cess at the input. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The Volterra series is a powerful tool that can be 

used to describe a wide class of non-linear systems. 
The received components of spectral power density 

allow to investigate influence of amplitude and frequen-
cy of an input sinusoidal signal, noise power, parame-
ters of a system ( a  and b ) on it. 

Amplitude of a useful signal increases with increas-
ing of input noise power, that explains SR effect, i.e. 
noise helps to standing out a useful signal. Besides, am-
plitude of a useful signal sharply decreases with increas-
ing of frequency of a harmonic signal that confirms one 
of SR properties, namely its low-frequency feature. 

Analysis of the frequency composition of the signal 
at the nonlinear stochastic filter output showed that the 
output component in the form of the delta function cor-
responds to the harmonic input signal at the input.  

Component of a output signal at a frequency of the 
third harmonic it is much less than amplitude of a har-
monic signal, especially at 1A ≤ . That confirms one of 
SR properties, namely that input sinusoidal signal must 
be weak. 

Obtained results is shown can be used as the basis 
for studying the dependence of the output signal spec-
trum on the parameters of a nonlinear filter. 
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ПРИМЕНЕНИЕ СПЕКТРАЛЬНОГО МЕТОДА К АНАЛИЗУ СТОХАСТИЧЕСКОГО ФИЛЬТРА 
О.И. Харченко  

Рассмотрена задача выделения сигнала из аддитивной смеси гармонического сигнала и белого гауссова 
шума. В основу анализа положено явление стохастического резонанса (СР), которое заключается в усилении 
периодического сигнала под действием шума определенной мощности. СР является универсальным физиче-
ским явлением, которое типично для некоторых нелинейных систем, и проявляется не только в технических, 
но и в биологических и социальных системах. При расчете спектральных характеристик выходного сигнала 
использовались ряды Вольтерра. Задача решена с помощью передаточных функций Вольтерра без первона-
чального определения ядер. Передаточные функции Вольтерра получены методом гармонического входного 
сигнала. Исследовано влияние параметров входного сигнала, в частности амплитуды и частоты гармониче-
ского сигнала и мощности шума, на спектральную плотность мощности выходного сигнала. Определены 
значения оптимальных параметров. Сформулированы критерии применения стохастического фильтра для 
выделения гармонического сигнала на фоне белого гауссова шума. 

ЗАСТОСУВАННЯ СПЕКТРАЛЬНОГО МЕТОДУ ДЛЯ АНАЛІЗУ СТОХАСТИЧНОГО ФІЛЬТРА 
О.І. Харченко  

Розглянуто задачу виділення сигналу з адитивної суміші гармонійного сигналу і білого гаусова шуму. В 
основу аналізу покладено явище стохастичного резонансу (СР), яке полягає в посиленні періодичного сиг-
налу під дією шуму певної потужності. СР є універсальним фізичним явищем, яке типове для деяких нелі-
нійних систем, і проявляється не тільки в технічних, але і в біологічних, і соціальних системах. При розра-
хунку спектральних характеристик вихідного сигналу використовувалися ряди Вольтерра. Задача розв’язана 
допомогою передавальних функцій Вольтерра без початкового визначення ядер. Передавальні функції Во-
льтерра отримані методом гармонійного вхідного сигналу. Досліджено вплив параметрів вхідного сигналу, 
зокрема амплітуди і частоти гармонійного сигналу і потужності шуму, на спектральну щільність потужності 
вихідного сигналу. Визначено значення оптимальних параметрів. Сформульовано критерії застосування 
стохастичного фільтра для виділення гармонійного сигналу на тлі білого гаусова шуму. 
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